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Thats because this is a box
where I cracked a key, cracked
an SSH key, cracked an SSL
key, and cracked my own
password. While exploring the
filesystem I find a perl script
that outputs a key for me to
crack, and it turns out its an
RSA key from which I can crack
the Passw0rd hash. I also find
a.key file which has been
protected and encrypted, and
there is a.opsec file that
contains my own passphrase.
When I decrypt it, it shows me
how the SSH keys were
cracked. Aroma wasnt a
particularly challenging box. All
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it took was a simple search to
find all the VPN user accounts. I
find one that can log in. I
search for the SHA of the VPN,
and I have a cleartext password
for a user that can log in. Ill
reuse the password to login as
the admin user, and discover
/var/log/auth.log. In it Ill find
entries for an unusual lot of
GitHub user signins. Ill start to
look for directories that match
their email addresses, and find
a directory that is named the
same as their GitHub user
name. On cracking that pass, Ill
find their ssh keys which I can
use to get root, the SSH key Im
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looking for is encrypted with a
weak algorithm and a static
key. I can just crack that static
key to get the users password.
Lolwut is an insane box. I start
by enumerating all the
accounts in the box, and easily
find a user that can login, which
I log into. Ill get a sha-of-
password out of its password
page, and search for it as a
regex on GitHub and GitLab. I
find all the usernames and the
corresponding encrypted
passwords. I use the all clear
passwords as a username in
GitLab to download a XML
dump of all the password
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databases on the system. On
cracking one of those
passwords, I find a hash in the
database that hashes to the
users username, so I crack the
hash to get a user on the box.
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Pro Tools will soon be able to
synchronize content across iOS
and desktop computers when
you are on a network. This is a
feature that Adobe is aiming for
and has been working on, but

due to the complexity of
syncing multiple projects that

could be happening across
multiple machines, they are
only beta-testing it on iOS at

this time. Pro Tools is now
available for Blackberry 10

Along with full synchronization
and playback with an iPad,
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Blackberry 10 users now have
access to all of the features you

need from a tablet, desktop,
and mobile device. With the
new Pro Tools Dock on the

Blackberry 10, you can achieve
all of your workflow tasks no
matter what platform you are

on. This includes synchronizing
multi-project files and using

your Blackberry’s keyboard to
navigate through transitions
and audio while you are on

your desktop. Comes with the
Pro Tools plugin bundle, SBX is
a soft syncing box that plugs
into the MIDI out port on your

Mac or Windows computer.This
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plug-in provides many benefits
to Pro Tools users. It can
playback audio through a

virtual synth while still
maintaining the integrity of Pro
Tools MIDI sending capability,
using individual keys or chords

to play notes (much like a
keyboard). It can also be used
as a performance monitor. SBX

handles the MIDI and audio
paths independent of each
other, thus eliminating the

need to choose between those
paths. Black Forest Audio is a

German software company that
creates, distributes, and

supports home and professional
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audio software, both
standalone and virtual rack

products for the Linux, Mac OS
X and Windows platform,

including the standalone virtual
rack products ViQua and

ProTools Studio. 5ec8ef588b
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